
*VISCOSITY "RESISTANCE TO 
FLOW" IN TERMS OF 

ADHESIVES
	 •	 High = Very thick

	 •	 Medium = Thicker than water

	 •	 Low = Water like

 


Adhesive
Retention 

weeks
Dry   

Time
Work Off 

Hand or Side

Flex 
Properti

es

Humidity 
Require
ments

Tempermental 
in 

**Environment?
Fumes Color Consistency

Elite
7 -8 Instant 


.5

Hand must 
Isolate Before 

Dip EE into 
glue

Yes 
med

middle


30 -55*

No-can work in 
lower humidity 

as well

Low Black Very Thin

Elite Flex
7-8 .5 - 1s Hand must 

Isolate Before 
Dip EE into 

glue

Yes 
High

middle


30 -55*

No Low Deep Black Thin deep black

Bomb
7-8 .5 -1s Hand must 

Isolate Before 
Dip EE into 

glue

Yes 
med


Humid


45-65*

Yes Low -Med Black Very Thin

Stellar Amaze
6-8 1-2s Both


Side or Hand

Yes low - 
middle


20 -55*

No- can work in 
higher humidity 
as well will dry 

faster thou

Low - Med Deep 


Black

Thin deep black

Expert
6 -8 1-2s Both


Side or Hand

Yes 
high

middle


30 -55*

No-can work in 
lower humidity 

as well

Low Deep


Black

Thin deep black

One Touch
5 -7 1-2 s Both


Side or Hand

Yes 
high

middle


30 -55*

No Low -Med Deep Black Thin deep black

Stellar

Sensi

5 -7 2 sec Both


Side or Hand have 
time to Isolate Last

Yes 
high

Humid


45-65*

Yes VeryLow  Thin deep black

Stellar Brow
for Lash & Brow

5 - 7 for 
lashes  *brows 

less

1 - 2 s Both

Side or Hand

Yes 
low

middle


30 -55*

No Low Clear (no 
pigment)

Thin

Stellar
5 - 7 2 sec Both


Side or Hand

Yes 
low

middle


30 -55*

not much Low - Med Black Very Thin

Hollywood
5 - 7 2 sec Both


Side or Hand have 
time to Isolate Last

Yes 
high

middle


30 -55*

No Ultra Low Deep Black Thin deep black

Skin Glue / 
Brow Adhesive

2 4 - 6 Different type of adhesive - Safe to be used direct on 
skin	 Not a cyanoacrylate does not 

None milky white 
transparent

Dries Clear   thick

To get An Overall Picture of Which 
Adhesive is for you.


All Adhesives Can React Differently 
pending on your environment & 
climate with the combination of 
how you work.


For this reason, Adhesives can not 
be guaranteed to have the same 
results for everyone. * Results are 
based on majority

ADHesiVE CHArt



When Referring to Humidity in the Chart Above.  Just keep in mind these are approximates and 
Temperature can have another impact as well. 
HUMID =     45% - 65% 
MIDDLE =  35% - 50% 
DRIER =      20% - 35% 
anything OVER 65% Humidity maybe TOO much & recommend a DEHUMIDIFIER (this can vary depend 
on several climate factors & locations 
IDEAL TEMPERATURE FOR ADHESIVES IS USUALLY   68* - 72* fahrenheit 
having your room too cold or too warm can impact the Adhesives. 
There are several Factors to consider when & If you experience issues.  Some you can control but 
unfortunately some you can not. 
Just try your best to work on the issues that you can control. 
  
HELPFUL TIPS TO GREAT RETENTION!  
i do highly RECOMMEND to work off your hand or fingers when lashing.  Both EE and Adhesive should be 
on your hand, the closer to the client's lashes the better. if you work off to the side at present time and find 
that the left eye on your clients are the ones with less retention, this is why!!! if you are picking up your lash 
then getting adhesive on it then going to left eye and first isolating and then placing EE to NL, you already 
have used about 2 - 3 seconds longer then the right eye!!! 
Steps:  #1 pick up lash  # 2 isolate  #3 get 2 - 3 mm adhesive on EE without any excess glue 
beads and ZERO swiping or wiping!!! Just go in slow and pull out slower so you have just a nice even 
coat of adhesive then go place directly right on NL make sure you are making 100% contact do NOT paint or 
swipe lash just place down wait a second or 2 then that's it!!!  Remember you do NOT want more adhesive 
on the EE, if you have glue beads/balls then dip back into the adhesive and come out slower then lash should 
have just a nice even coat, And do NOT wipe off any excess adhesive!! 
The second you swipe the EE with the adhesive whether it is on the NL or eye pad or wiping off on glue well 
you are now exposing the adhesive to more air and it is literally seconds that adhesives cure so every half a 
second even counts.  If you are painting or swiping the NL before you place the EE with adhesive you have 
already broken the solid bond.  Some areas start to dry sooner than other areas and usually the very very end 
of the lash you wind up wiping off more adhesive then you even realize and when you get clients back that 
have lifting at the bases, 9 out of 10 it is because you swiped the EE with adhesive. 
 



ABOUT ADHESIVES


 (HUMIDITY)

Cyanoacrylate (CA) adhesives polymerize, respectively cure by the catalytic activity between the humidity in the air and the humidity of the adherents. The higher the 
relative humidity is (e.g. in a room) the faster the product cures. Best atmospheric conditions for good, reliable bonds are between 40 to 65 % relative humidity. If humidity 
is too low (< 30%) setting time can become very slow; if humidity is too high (>80%) a so-called shock polymerization takes place. The latter provokes a certain shrinking 
process of the adhesive layer, which leads to less bond strength.

(Temperature)

Temperature influences the time of the chemical reaction very much. Generally it can be said that a 50 degree hike in temperature results in twice as fast polymerization 
time. This is very valid for Cyanoacrylate adhesives. The optimal room temperature for curing of these adhesives is between 68 - 72 degrees. The change in viscosity at 
different temperatures has to be taken into account. The lower the room temperature gets, the higher the viscosity increases and vice versa. This can be of great 
importance when there are difficult applications.  **If Work in a Chemical Environment near a Color Bar where Ammonia is Present this will also have a Negative Impact on 
your working conditions and adhesive will dry super fast and make it very difficult to work in.

Tip:


If you have an issue where the lashes aren’t grabbing when you are working with an 
adhesive just add few seconds of humidity (nebulizer) then try again and 90% of the 
time that is what is needed (more humidity) You may want to use nebulizer thru out 

lashing your client to help with workability & dry time (curing)  Also helps reduce 
chance of irritation & reactions when curing thru out lashing.  


As adhesives cure / dry, when going from liquid to solid state formaldehyde fumes 
do get released this goes for any adhesive containing CA  so using nebulizer helps to 

eliminate these fumes making  irritation minimal.


keep in mind client can just be allergic to CA and may not be a candidate for lash 
extensions :(


